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**INTRODUCTION**

**TO READER**

- This manual has been printed for a skilful engineer to supply necessary technical information to carry out service operations on this machine.

- Read carefully this manual to collect correct information relevant to repair procedures.

- For any question or remark, or in case of any error relevant the contents of this manual, please contact:

  CNH FRANCE  
  Rue des Meuniers  
  60330 LE PLESSIS BELLEVILLE  
  FRANCE

**FURTHER REFERENCE**

- Beyond this service manual, also refer to documents hereunder listed:

  - Operator's manual
  - Parts Catalogue

**COMPOSITION OF COMPLETE HANDBOOK FOR INSTRUCTIONS AND REPAIRS**

- The complete service manual consists of one volume:

  WX95 - WX125  
  Service Manual “Excavator”

- The Service Manual for “Excavator” contains the necessary technical information to carry out service and repair on machine, necessary tools to carry out those operations and information on service standard, on procedures for connection, disconnection, disassembly and assembly of parts.

- The complete Service Manual relevant to the excavator models WX95, WX125 consists of following volume, which can be identified through relevant print out no. as stated hereunder:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOLUME</th>
<th>MACHINE TYPE</th>
<th>PRINT NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Service Manual - “Excavator”</td>
<td>WX95-WX125</td>
<td>9-91370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

AVOID ACCIDENTS

The majority of accidents and injuries which occur in plants, in farms and at
thome or on roads, are caused by the non-observance of some simple and
fundamental rules of precaution and safety. For this reason in the MAJORITY
OF CASES THEY CAN BE AVOIDED: it is sufficient to foresee possible
causes and to act according with the necessary precaution and care.

With any type of machine, as much as good planned or built, it is impossible
to absolutely avoid risks of accidents, the same involving negatively some
essential features for a reasonable access and an efficient operation.

Read carefully the indication and cautions of this manual contained in the
SECTION "SAFETY PRECAUTIONS".

A careful and cautious operator is the best warranty against accidents.
The careful observation of a single and elementary safety precautions would
be enough to avoid many serious accidents. This precaution is:

Never attempt any cleaning, lubrication or maintenance operation when
machine is moving.

WARNING

Before carrying out any maintenance operation, adjustment and or repair
on machines equipped with attachments, controlled hydraulically or
mechanically, make sure that the attachment is lowered and safely set on
the ground. If in order to get access to a machine part it is necessary to
hold the attachment lifted, this should duly be supported by means that
are not use to control the machine.
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